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The Cyber Science Department is proud to announce that we have
been granted the National Security Agency (NSA) designation as a
Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Operations (CAE-CO). The
Naval Academy’s Cyber Operations program is the only program to
receive this designation for 2020 and is the 22nd program in the
United States to hold the designation since the program was
created in 2012. Ms. Diane M. Janosek, Commandant of NSA’s
National Cryptologic School, which houses the CAE-CO program,
presented the award in a small ceremony in Hopper Hall on
Tuesday, 10 November.

"Congratulations to the U.S. Naval Academy on achieving your CAE-
CO designation and a special congratulations to the first class of
midshipmen graduating from this deeply technical program,” said
Janosek. “These cyber operators have been armed with deep
mission expertise, multi-layered academic training and a passion
to defend our Nation. Ex Scientia Tridens!"

The National Centers of Academic Excellence in Cybersecurity
(NCAE-C) program is managed by the National Cryptologic School
at the NSA. CAE-designated institutions must complete validation
of a Program of Study (PoS) which is a series of courses and
experiences that a student can reasonably accomplish in the
course of attaining a degree or completing a certificate.  The Cyber
Science Department is proud to have met the rigorous and
comprehensive criteria.

Congratulations to all the stakeholders and thank you for all of
your hard work in making this designation happen!
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Last year, the department started a Cyber News Group,
to which some of you have already subscribed.   We've
recently started a Cyber Resources Group as well to
which you can subscribe and contribute.   Both are
described below.

Cyber News Group: If you want the latest cyber news
from the military, government, and industry, you can
get it delivered to your inbox.   The feed currently
includes daily Fleet Cyber Command and OPNAV N2N6
Information Warfare news, as well as regular
newsletters from Wired, SANS, Dark Reading,
CyberWire, and others.  You can subscribe here.

Cyber Resources Group:  This group is a way to
crowdsource recommended resources for cyber self-
development.   For example, the first posts included
the Cybersecurity Canon (recommended cyber books)
and Capture-the-Flag cyber competitions.  You can
subscribe here.  Additionally, you can contribute your
own recommendations by sending an email to cyber-
resources-group@usna.edu. 

For both these groups, you can select how frequently
you want to receive emails and/or simply visit the
group pages.  Also, both these groups are open to
anyone at USNA.

RESOURCES FOR YOU

THANK YOU
Thank you to retired General
Keith Alexander (USMA '74),
the first Commander, U.S.
Cyber Command (2010-2014)
and former Director, National
Security Agency (2005-2014),
for virtually speaking to the
plebes in SY110 about the
current state and importance
of cyber operations! (but still
Go Navy, Beat Army!)
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https://groups.google.com/a/usna.edu/g/cyber-news-group
https://groups.google.com/u/1/a/usna.edu/g/cyber-resources-group


Jeff Kosseff

Congratulations to MIDN 1/C
Brendan Reilly and Dr. April
Edwards who had their paper
accepted for publication at the
2021 International Conference on
Intelligent Human Systems
Integration!

Congratulations to MIDN Julius
Aebly and Ben Kwong, who were
two of only five MIDN selected for
the Stamps Scholarship among 57
initial nominees!

Class of '21 MIDN Sarah Osborne
(Cyber Ops, 17th Co.) and MIDN
Duke Brady (Quantitative
Economics, 12th Co.) were
engaged on October 3rd. They will
be wed on June 5th in Lake Tahoe.
The Cyber Science Department
wishes them both a wonderful life
together!

DEPARTMENT
SHOUTOUTS

One surprising fact about you: In my "free time", I'm either
watching MMA or watching people solve hard sudoku puzzles. 
 #CrackingTheCryptic
What you think you would be doing if you weren't teaching
at USNA: Running a Cyber Security startup or doing
consulting/freelance work.  I'd still love to be teaching and
mentoring young hackers.
Most memorable day/moment so far at USNA: Winning the
Cyber Defense Exercise with the Cyber Security Team
Proudest accomplishment: Having my kids present when I
received my Ph.D.
Favorite family recipe: Slow cooked cornmeal porridge
Last book you read for pleasure: Practical Binary Analysis
What would you sing at karaoke night:  Bob Marley - "War"
Who would you want to be stranded with on a deserted
island? Laura Zerra

Hobbies: Capture the Flag competitions
If you were a superhero, what powers would you have?
Austin Powers' mojo
Are you related to anyone famous: My mom was an extra 
on one episode of "Homicide"
Very first job: Produce store stock-boy
Favorite vacation spot: A cruise ship
Favorite movie: The Matrix
Favorite holiday: Christmas!
Best piece of advice you've 
ever been given: Start 
investing EARLY!
If you could pick up a new 
skill in an instant, what 
would it be? Machine Learning

GETTING TO KNOW OUR FACULTY: 
DR. DANE BROWN

Dr. Dane Brown, Class of 2005, returned to the  Naval Academy in 2010 and was originally an instructor in the Electrical and
Computer Engineering Department. In 2014, Dr. Brown was selected as one of the first faculty in the new Cyber Science
Department and charged with helping to create the curriculum and course sequence for our Cyber Operations major.  He has
been a valuable member of Team Cyber ever since. He completed a Ph.D. in Computer Engineering (Virginia Tech), serves as a
Naval Reservist, and is a Cyber Capture-the-Flag (CTF) rock star!

THE CYBER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT LOGO HERALDRY

Professor Brown and MIDN after winning the
Wireless Security Capture the Flag

competition in March 2020

Ever wondered if there is meaning behind our logo?


